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DIRECTOR'S

REPORT

The Program was started in July 1977 with grants from
the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Ford Foundation. This report covers the year 1984-85, the first of a
two-year period funded by the Ford Foundation and the Open
Society.
Once again, the Program was enriched by the presence of
stipendiary fellows .

Two South Africans held SARP fellow-

ships throughout the year:

Fikile Barn, a lawyer who is also

a "graduate of Robben Island," and Tim Couzens of the African
Studies Institute in the University of the Witwatersrand.
William Nasson, a political scientist from the University of
Cape Town, was a fellow in the fall semester, followed by
Wilmot James, a sociologist from the University of the Western
Cape, in the spring . Ms. Yang Lihua, a research fellow at
the Institute of West Asian and African Studies in the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, was also in residence throughout
the year . Marion Doro, a political scientist from Connecticut
College, New London, was here most of the year. Wilfred
Wentz el, a member of the South African Labour and Research
Unit in the University of Cape Town, and John Phelan, a communications specialist from Fordham University, attended most
of the seminars in the spring. The following scholars made
short visits to the Program during the year: John Dugard,
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director of the Center for Applied Legal Studies at the University of the Witwatersrand; Winrich KUhne, council member
of the Siftung Wissenschaft und Politik (Research Institute
for International Politics and Security) in West Germany;
Joseph Lelyveld, journalist, former New York Times correspondent in Southern Africa; Ronald T . Libby, senior lecturer in
government at the University of the West Indies; and John
Samuel, director of the South African Council for Higher
Educational Development (SACHED) Trust.
The weekly seminar, organized by William Foltz in the
fall and Leonard Thompson in the spring, had an exceptionally
full program. The average attendance was more than twentyfive people. We benefitted once again from the prior circulation of copies of papers, the oral critiques of prepared
discussants, and the production of brief reports on each
session by graduate students . The workshops, at Brown and at
Yale, were also very well attended by scholars from as far
afield as Cape Town (Hermann Giliomee), Canada (Leonard
Guelke and Alan Jeeves), North Carolina (Sheridan Johns), and
Philadelphia (Harrison Wright). We were particularly glad to
welcome George Soros, Chairman of the Open Society, to the
Friday evening dinner of the spring workshop . David Bonbright,
assistant program officer of the Ford Foundation, also
attended the spring workshop, following in the footsteps of
William Carmichael, Vice-President of the Foundation, who came
in a previous year .
The prospects for the year 1985-86 are excellent . Wilmot
James will continue as a Fellow in the fall semester, to be
followed by Cecil Manona, an anthropologist from Rhodes University, in the spring. Njabulo Ndebele of the University of
Lesotho will be here throughout the year.

Stanley Trapido of

Oxford University has accepted our invitation for the fall
semester and Surendra Bhana of the University of Durban-Westville for the spring semester.
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DIRECTORS
JEFFREY BUTLER visited South Africa to examine the papers
of the Rev . James A. Calata, Anglican priest, Cradock , 192868, Secretary General of the ANC, 1936-1948, at the University
of the Witwatersrand during the summer of 1984. He completed
a review article on C. J . Driver's biography of Patrick Duncan
and a paper on housing in Cradock in the period before the
passing and implementation of the Group Areas Act, 1950 . Ove r
Christmas break he attended the biennial conf erence of the
South African Historical Association in Cape Town and delivered a paper on some of the sources available for the social
historian of South Africa, illustrated by the material on
housing .

At the same time he joined Richard Elphick and

David Welsh in planning a conference on South African liberalism in Cape Town in June, 1986 .
LEONARD D00B's piece on "Conflict Resolution" for the
Social Science Encyclopedia is currently in press at Routledge
and Kegan in London; his piece "Propaganda" is in the Oxford
University Press in New York and will be appearing in the
International Encyclopedia of Communications. He is currently
working on a book on morality and the social sciences, including history, tentatively titled "Slightly Beyond Skepticism."

WILLIAM FOLTZ co-edited Arms and the African: Military
Influences on Africa's International Relations (Yale Press
1985) containing his chapters on "Africa in Great Power
Strategy" and "The Militarization of Africa : Trends and Policy
Problems . " He was a member of the U. S. delegation to the
Second Soviet-American Symposium on Contemporary Sub-Saharan
Africa in Moscow, where he presented a paper on "Political
Change in Botha's South Africa." Current research includes
two book chapters on U.S. policy in Africa , in press; a longer
study on the African state system, mostly finished; and continuing research on U.S . policy in southern Africa.
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STANLEY GREENBERG was a Visiting Scholar at the Truman
Institute at Hebrew University during 1984-85. While there,
he completed his manuscript, Legitimating the Illegitimate:
State, Markets and Workers in South Africa . His essay,
Bantustans and
"Managing Class Structures in South Africa:
the Underbelly of Privilege," was published in Schlemmer and
Giliomee, eds.,~ Against the Fences.and "Ideological Struggles Within the South African State" was presented at the
conference, ''Economic Development and Racial Domination,"
University of the Western Cape.
LEONARD THOMPSON's The Political Mythology of Apartheid
will be published by the Yale University Press in the fall of
1985. He wrote a paper on "The Problem of Legitimacy in
Moshoeshoe's Lesotho" for a seminar on complex societies in
Africa held at the School of American Research in Sante Fe,
New Mexico in October 1984. He also provided statements
analyzing current trends in South Africa at two seminars
organized by the Ford Foundation for members of the commission that produced South Africa: Time Running Out. He is
directing an NEH seminar for college teachers on Race and
Political Mythology in the summer of 1985.

FELLOWS
FIKILE BAM.

When I accepted SARP's invitation in early

June 1984, I envisioned endless hours spent reading faded
mansucripts and voluminous tomes in musty archives and
libraries, followed by endless hours spent in drafting papers
in secluded carrels of Yale University. I further imagined
that in the process of this exercise the vulgarity of my own
experiences and perspectives would need to be firmly
suppressed lest they pollute the atmosphere of scholarly
abstraction which, I assumed, pervaded each corridor.
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In the

course of the year that I have spent with SAR P I have, to my
amazement, discovered that i t is a crucible in which scholarship of various disciplines blended easily with practical
individual experience and knowledge to produce the rare ideal
synthesis between practice, experience and theory in the
understanding of issues in Southern Africa .
In my own special interests in legal and political issues
and through the camaraderie and facilities which SARP provided,
I have been able to improve my understanding.
I found particular inspiration from participating in the great number of
discussions in the seminars and luncheons organised by SARP .
I also found much inspiration in the week-end workshops as
well as in discussions with other groups outside SARP . The
latter included an important study group on South Africa held
in Washington under the auspices of the Ford Foundation in
which Leonard Thompson and I were panel speakers.

I partici-

pated in others at Harvard and Howard Universities, at the
Council on Foreign Relations and was guest speaker at various
colleges on the East Coast and in the Mid-west and to other
professional associations who had approached SARP for a
speaker all in response to the current interest in South
Africa.

My own research into poverty law culminated in a

seminar on legal aid in rural areas in South Africa sponsored
by the Carnegie Corporation of New York in which SARP papers
by Lynn Berat and me were distributed to participants among
whom Jeffrey Butler (Cradock) and Diana Wylie (Serowe) both
from SARP were invited . The response from this seminar was
most encouraging and I feel confident that a rural legal
resources centre in the Eastern Cape will soon be established.
TIM COUZENS.

At the beginning of 1984 I was half-way

through the research for a biography of Trader Horn (real
name, Aloysius Smith), the old West African trader and adv enturer who wrote a bestselling book in 1927. I had tracked
him down all over the world and my primary research was

s

complete except for gaps representing those periods he was in
the United States (particularly in the 1890s and 1920s).

An

invitation from the Southern African Research Program to be
a research fellow at Yale for a year seemed beyond my wildest
dreams but it has enabled me to complete my research which I
had thought I must do by correspondence alone.

Consequently

I have been able to pursue leads in much greater depth than
would otherwise have been possible.
The fall term enabled me to do two things.

Firstly, I

began to find my way around the areas and techniques of
research (which I had never done before in the United States).
Here I was ideally situated.

The fellows and students of

SARP were amazingly generous in their help and advice as to
avenues to follow and secondary literature to read . The SARP
seminars therefore turned out to be exactly what I needed for
making contacts and discovering research paths.

Secondly,

several visits to New York (especially the Lincoln Center
and the Public Library) furnished considerable material on
the 1931 Trader Horn M.G.M. movie.
The spring term provided the opportunity of travelling
further afield, knowing more certainly where to look for
material.

A long trip to Georgia, on the slenderest of clues,

unearthed a whole small town who remembered the old man
because of his stay there in 1914-1915.

Three of his paint-

ings, a few of his daughter's letters and other memorabilia
were discovered, in addition.
As the term progressed, knowledge of secondary literature in the field of American history began to increase in a
kind of geometric progression -- a kind of excitement mixed
with impotent despair at the vastness of the area! Finally,
at the end of the term, the fellowship offered the opportunity to drive across America from east to west and north to
south in search of such remote places (which Trader Horn
mentions having visited) as Yuma (Arizona), Cody (Wyoming),
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Pawnee (Oklahoma) and Fort Worth (Texas).

In addition, an

extraordinarily obscure lead led to a detailed disco ver y of
his movements in Osage country, near Pawhuska, Oklahoma .
The fellowship at SARP therefore enabled me to add three
detailed chapters to my biography and, in addition, to make
some very good friends.
I trust that such an in v aluable
program as SARP will continue indefinitely .
WILMOT JAMES .

The Southern African Research Program has

a reputation for productive scholarship, energetic research
and interesting debate with regards to Southern African
Studies.

My participation in the SARP activities in the last

semester has confirmed this reputation .

I am pleased to say

that I have thoroughly enjoyed my status as a fellow of the
program and feel that I have learned a great deal from other
participants in the course of the SARP seminar, the lunchtime talks and the spring semester workshop .
The program provided me with a stimulating context in
which I could pursue my own work.

My principal area of

interest -- i.e. the Political Economy of Gold Production
was well served in at least two ways .

One, the resources

Yale provides, both in terms of research materials and
faculty assistance, meant that I made considerable progress
with my work . Second, the SARP workshop subjected a part of
the study to a critical scrutiny and by doing so gave it
direction and encouragement.
I found the weekly held SARP seminar to be immensely
stimulating and productive .

I am impressed by the quality of

work presented, the range of topics covered and the style
with which the seminar was conducted. The central purpose
of any seminar is to advance knowledge through careful and
critical scrutiny of materials. This purpose was served an d
served well by the SARP seminar . I am also impressed by the
performances of the graduate students as well as by the
diplomatic judiciousness of the faculty members who have
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participated in the seminar.
A special tribute should be paid to Professor Leonard

Thompson for his remarkable abilities as a seminar leader .
It is difficult at the best of times to give a seminar positive direction and to regulate discussion so as to best
extract the central issue s at hand. Th e quality of the seminar has a great deal to do with his leadership.
As should be clear by now, I have benefited a gr e at d ea l
from my status as a SARP fellow and have made considerable
progress in my own work as a result of it . I look forward t o
the rest of the calendar year at SARP and to the writing of a
more comprehensive report on its activities once my tenure as
a fellow is completed.

WILLIAM NASSON .

I owe Leonard Thompson and fellow

directors of SARP a very considerable debt of gratitude for
inviting me as a Fellow, and enabling me to experience the
stimulus and challenge of a semester at Yale.

The intellec-

tual weight and genial spirit of the weekly interdisciplinary
SARP seminars proved a revelation: interesting papers available properly in advance, and absorbing discussion of an
admirably wide range of Southern African topics.

And a

refreshing seminar style all of its own, with an exemplary
energy I have not encountered in several years of seminar
squatting in both Britain and South Africa .
Inevitably, I did not accomplish as much as I ought to
have done . For this, I hold the great variety of life at
Yale at least partly responsible. But I completed a short
article on Paternalism and Rural Schooling, a history revi ew
article, a revision of an education article, and nudg ed alon g
a book-length manuscript (a revision of my 1983 Cambridge
Ph.D. thesis) under the provisional title of Esau's Battle :
The Making of~ Cape Peoples' War 1899-1902 . This last pr oject is maturing, but continues to weigh on me like the
Rockies.
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I derived immense benefit from participation in the SARP
Program, presenting one paper in the seminar series and another
at the weekend workshop at Brown University .

Participation in

the SARP lunch-time meetings proved pleasurable and informaSlightly off the beaten track, a fleeting experience of
tutoring some lively Afro-American Studies undergraduates was

tive.

extraordinarily stimulating.

Finding myself in the New Haven

studio of Connecticut Public Radio to discuss South Africa in
the company of Faith Middleton, Leonard Thompson, and Fikile
Barn, was novel and nerve-wracking.
And life in the land of Bruce Springsteen and the Caped
Crusaders?

Alas, time passed too rapidly to make oneself

saddlesore riding the Badlands of Montana . But, in between
my work and my wife Annie's English language tutoring, we were
able to enjoy New York and Boston, as well as touring Connecticut courtesy of Tim Couzens, and Stanley Greenberg's venerable Volvo. My lasting thanks to all those connected with
SARP who stretched hospitality to strangers beyond expected
limits.

I must, though, confess to a little twinge of per-

verse cultural disappointment. Yale is not in the least like
the sulphurous American campuses one encounters in the novels
of David Lodge or Malcolm Bradbury .

But perhaps I ought to

have primed myself on the more reliable Alison Lurie instead.
Finally, I should like to record my pleasure at the
heartening outcome to Yale's labor dispute with Local 34, one
minor personal effect of which was to mostly keep me out of
the magnificent Sterling Library.
In particular, I am
delighted that SARP's administrative stalwart, Pam Baldwin,
and her colleagues have seen their union struggle vindicated.
My very best wishes to SARP for the future.
P.S. Annie Griffin and I in association with Fruit of the Womb
Productions (U.K.) Ltd are happy to announce the world launch
of:
Leah Sophie (6 lbs . 3 oz . ) at 6:25 p.m., Friday 14th June
1985.
I have accepted a new Ora l History job back at UCT in
August 1985.
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WILFRED WENTZEL. I came to the U.S. with three objectives in mind: the first was to sample research orientated
academic programmes, the second was to engage myself in
theoretical and empirical work relevant to my own research on
the South eastern Karoo, and the third was to put to the test
reflections on research projects in which I was involved at
SALDRU.
SARP provided an excellent forum for all of these as well
as cultivating a host of annoying but intellectually appealing
new ones via the array of fascinating seminar papers that
became my staple diet every Wednesday. I soon found my attention digressing from hard core socio-economic preoccupations
to sport, literature, law and a Hollywood production of a
hitherto unknown "Trader Horn."

The fact that I became some-

what engrossed in such "side attractions" was principally due
to the engaging manner in which most of the papers were
researched, presented and discussed at the SARP seminars.
Despite these diversions I made the time, during my all
too brief four month stint, to accommodate my own schedule.
Seminar papers at SARP, the CUNY graduate centre, Binghamton
Graduate Centre (SUNY) and the contacts forged with numerous
colleagues at various research centres contributed to a very
productive and intellectually rewarding semester.
Given the time frame, there is invariably a sense of
frustration about not having been able to exploit the
resources fully
those marshalled by Moore Crossey at Sterling Library is an excellent case in point . This notwithstanding, my family and I feel that our stay was pleasant,
enjoyable and enriching. Colleagues at SARP, including those
responsible for organising the i ll -fated but hilarious softball matches, contributed much to make this possible.
YANG LIHUA.

With many hopes when I came, and with more

hopes when I am leaving.

This year with SARP at Yale has been

very fruitful.
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Firstly, I benefited greatly from the SARP seminars.
Their wide range of topics, profound discussions, lively and
democratic atmosphere, not only enriched my knowledge of
South Africa but served as a window for me to look into the
American academic life.
Apart from SARP seminars, Professor Leonard Thompson and
Professor William Foltz also opened their classes to me.

I

learned a lot from Professor Thompson's graduate students'
seminars on South African history and from Professor Foltz's
cause of U.S . policy to Southern Africa.
Thirdly, I should thank SARP for bringing the best and
brightest scholars from South Africa that enabled me to contact and talk with South African scholars directly.

This

certainly helped me to get a better understanding of South
African problems, which could not be achieved only by reading
books.
Fourthly, the rich African collection in Sterling
Library and the ever knowledgeable curator, Moore Crossey,
made it possible for me to collect materials I needed for my
work on the South African Black Trade Union movement and U.S.
policy toward Southern Africa.

Mr. Crossey also helped our

Institute to increase contacts with African and European
publishers.
Among all the SARP people who have given me so much help,
I am particularly grateful to Professor Thompson anc Professor
Foltz.

They have been so generous and considerate that I

never hesitated to ask them for advice and help.
great deal to them for what I have gained at Yale.
thanks should also be given to Pam.

I owe a
Special

During my stay here,

since the first day I arrived at the New Haven railway station, Pam has always been very friendly and helpful to me.
I will remember the days at Yale.
May academic exchanges between SARP and my home Institute go on.
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RESEARCH
Fall

SEMINAR ON RACIAL AND

ETHNIC

CONFLICT

IN

SOUTHERN AFRICA

1984
Presenter

Subject

Discussants

Bill Nasson

Butler
Feinberg

Moving Lord Kitchener: Black Military
Transport and Supply Work in the South
African War, 1899-1902, with particular
reference to .the Cape Colony

Tim Couzens

Lazarus
Nasson

History of the Black Press in South
Africa 1836-1960

Barbara Harmel

L. Thompson.
Shapiro

The Context for National Party State
Intervention: 1939-1945

Jeffrey Butler

Couzens
Munro

Two Reviews of Recent Work on South
African History and Biography (C.J.
Driver, Shula Marks, Rathbone, van
Onselen)

Robert Shell

Blassingame
Mason

The Company Slave Lodge 1680-1730.
Regional Attribution, Caste Status
and a Racial Division of Labor

Dan O'Meara

Foltz
Herbst

Total Strategy in Southern Africa.
An Analysis of South African Regional
Policy since 1978

Bill Foltz

Yang
Doro

Political Change in Botha's South
Africa

Leonard Thompson

Harms
Nasson

Legitimation of Increase of Scale in
Moshoeshoe's Lesotho

Chris Lowe

Greenberg
Venable

The Natal Native Affairs Commission
1906-1907: African Perceptions of a
Crisis of Authority

Fikile Barn

Berat
Doob

A New Trend Towards Legal Reform in
South Africa? (The Hoexter Commission's
Report)

Lynn Berat

Thomas
Barn

Legal Aid and the Indigent Accused in
South Africa: A Proposal for Reform

Elizabeth Thompson

Gross
Higgs

Worker's Protests in Namibia, 1908-50

Bill Foltz

Barn
Lowe

United States Military and Strategic
Interests in Africa
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Spring

1985

Presenter

Discussants

Subject

Sean Redding

Bam
Doob

Housing and Residential Areas in Umtata

Rob Shell

Feinberg
Venable

The Racial Division of Labor and Modes
of Control Among Privately Owned Sl aves
in the Cape Colony 1680 to 1730

Jeffrey Butler

Doro
Redding

Housing in a Karoo ~ : Developing
Segregation before the Group Areas Act

Franz Gross

Foltz
Berat

Namibia's Independence

Nancy Clark

James
Shapiro

Strategies for Survival:
Iscor, 1922-1939

Rob Shell

Couzens
Shain

Slavery at the Cape of Good Hope,
1680 to 1730

Wilmot James

Foltz
Lowe

State and Ethnicity in South Africa

Tim Couzens

Lazarus
Mason

Trader Horn

Fikile Bam

Yang
Wanene

Poverty Law in South Africa: Perspectives from the Second Carnegie Inquiry
into Poverty and Development in
Southern Africa

William Munro

Greenberg
lePere

State and Sport in South Africa: Principle and Pragmatics in Public Policy

Chris Lowe

Sandstrom
Shain

Prospectus : The Social History of
Mapumulo and Kranskop Districts, Natal,
South Africa, 1903-1945

John Mason

Shell
Lowe

The Slaves, the Hottentots, and What
Not: "The World the Tourists Saw"

Wilfred Wentzel

Butler

The Farm, the Dorp, the Labourer

Catherine Higgs

Couzens
Mason

The Founding of the South African
Institute of Race Relations

Yang Lihua

James
Munro

Black Struggle in South Africa after
Nkomati
(continued)
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Escom and

Subject

Discussants

Presenter
Karin Shapiro

Butler
Munro

"The Pilgrim's Rest Republic":
Company Town

Howard Venable

(a lawyer)
Berat

Conflict of Legal Systems in the
Western Transvaal 1840-1880

Wilson Wanene

Couzens
Higgs

Comparing Native Life in South Africa
with Heart of Darkness: Two African
Colonies Reported

Garth lePere

Butler
Shell

Prospectus : Local Government, Bureaucratic Politics and Class Conflict :
A Study of Soweto
Legitimating the Illegitimate: States,
Markets and the South African Working
Class

Stanley Greenberg

LUNCHES
September 19

Jeffrey Butler:
Constitution

October 17

John Didcot (Judge of the Supreme Court of
South Africa, Natal Division) : The Role of
the South African Judiciary

31

Fikile Barn:
Rural Areas

Some Thoughts on the New

Lack of Access to the Law in

November 28

William Nasson:
in Cape Town

December

Ge Ji (Professor at the Institute of West
Asian and African Studies, Chinese Academy
of the Social Sciences, Beijing): A
Chinese Analysis of Southern Africa

S

12
January 23

a

Education and Adolescence

Sean Redding: Poverty and Politics in
Present Day Transkei
Fikile Barn: Re. Senator Edward Kennedy
visit to South Africa in January 1985
with special insights also from Chabani
Manganyi and Jeffrey Butler
(continued)
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February 6
20

Tim Couzens:
Trader Horn

In Search of the Tracks of

Wilmot James: Decolonizing a Bush College-the Case of the University of the Western
Cape, Bellville

March

6

Diana Wylie: Selling the Unsaleable -- ProSouth African Lobbies in Washington

April

3

Dunbar Moodie (Professor of Sociology, Hobart
and Smith Colleges): Black Women on the
South African Gold Mines

17
May

1

Stan Greenberg: Israel and South Africa-the Dissolution of Comparative Method
Wilfred Wentzel: An Overview of the Second
Carnegie Enquiry into Poverty and Development in South Africa

WORKSHOPS
Brown University, November 2-3, 1984
Friday

Rendering of a South African play, "Woza
Albert" by Brown student actors followed
by discussion

Saturday

Stanley Greenberg, "Ideological Struggles
within the South African State"
William Nasson, "More Chaff than Wheat:
Farm Schooling in South Africa"

Spring

Yale University, May 3-4, 1985
Friday

Panel discussion of the question "Has the
Revolution Begun?" Panelists: Fikile Barn,
Hermann Giliomee (University of Cape Town),
Sheridan Johns (Duke University), Tom
Karis (City College, New York)

Saturday

Wilmot James, "The 1946 African Mine Workers'
Strike"
Tim Couzens, "Introduction to the History
of Football in South Africa"
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THE

LIBRARY

(Reported by the Curator, J .M.D. Crossey*)
It hardly seems possible that this is the eighth annual
report on th~ progress of the library's collections on Southern
Africa.
During 1984-1985, as in previous years, vi siting
researchers at all academic levels seemed to arrive by th e
carload on top of inquiries by telephone, telex, and letter.
No single large acquisition or addition was made to the collections but rather a series of many smaller accretions .

Perhaps

the greatest addition of rare material was in Portuguese language publications from and on Angola and Mozambique. Since
the U.S. dollar continued to be strong, against other currencies, retrospective acquisitions were somewhat larger than in
previous years. An offer of a very large private collection
reveals few gaps in all but the more unusual material -- a
few 18th century Dutch titles, some 19th century German items ,
late 19th century/early 20th century city directories and almanacs, and a very few periodical titles, plus a scattering of
monographs in various languages.
Current developments in the region are reflected in the
quantity and kind of publication now being received from
Southern Africa, the U.K., and some of the front-line states .
Reports, newsletters, flyers and other ephemera on the divestment/disinvestment issue are being collected fairly systematically; some Yale campus-generated material was exchanged with
other American university libraries and such organizations as
the American Committee on Africa.

Gaps still remain -- though

many fewer than in 1977 -- in German books on Namibia, Dutch
books on the Cape and the Transvaal, and English language books
on the Cape, Natal, and the region in general. A number of
bibliographies, library catalogues, and checklists remain to

* Moore Crossey
Curator, African Collection
317 Sterling Memorial Library
Telephone: 203 436-1091
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be searched to identify the diminishing gaps in retrospective
holdings .
The curator made an acquisition contact trip from August
to October to Kenya, Zimbabwe, South Africa and the U.K.
In
August, the annual meeting of the International Federation of
Library Associations was held in Nairobi where the curator met
many librarians, bookdealers, publishers, and others from the
front-line states. This was followed by the second Zimbabwe
International Book Fair in Harare. Numerous publishers, booksellers, and librarians from Central and Southern Africa
attended this event. The curator then went on to South Africa
to visit librarians, publishers, bookdealers, etc . , in Johannesburg, Bloemfontein, Cape Town, Pretoria and elsewhere.
Later, he was in England where he attended the British
Library's Colloquium on British research resources on Africa.
Acquisitions
Antiquarian bookdealers in the U. S., U.K . and South
Africa offered many out-of-print and unusual items, most of
which were not held by U. S. libraries or only sporadically.
This was especially the case with Angolan and Mozambican
imprints. Numerous South African business and local histories, and biographies, as well as Afrikaans literature and
English language literary items by South African authors were
also offered and acquired.
Agents
We no longer have any non-dealer agents in Southern
Africa .

We lost 'our man in Zimbabwe' to a third world press

agency in Rome and we have been unable to replace our Namibian
agent. On the other hand, we have book agents in London, New
York City, and Paris (we need agents in Amsterdam, Brussels,
Washington, D.C., and some Southern African cities).
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Dealers
We continue to use African Impr int Library Services
(West Falmouth, MA), Exclusive Books (Cape Town), and Frank
Thorold's (Johannesburg), for most of our new books. Antiquarian and out of print books were acquired mainly from
Philip McBlain (Hamden, CT), Richard Ramer (New York City),
Thorold's and Sawyer's (London). We are experimenting with
Argo Publications of Johannesburg as a new supplier of government publications and as a subscription agent. Major problem
countries from an acquisitions point of view are: Angola,
Namibia maybe, St. Helena, and Swaziland.
Exchanges
Yale University Press and other new books and journals
are offered on exchange to all research libraries in Southern
Africa.

Partly by exchange quite large quantities of dupli-

cate books, etc., were received from the Library of Congress
including it s Nairobi Office, Northwestern University Library,
the South African Library, the UNISA Library, Columbia University Library, the Hoover Institution, and elsewhere.
Funding
Funds for books, periodical subscriptions, and other
library materials, have been more than adequate for current
publications so that it was possible to acquire even more
retrospective titles and manuscripts than in previous years.
Relatively few new microform titles were offered but there
remains a sizable reservoir of older titles not held by Yale
or other American libraries
mainly of films from the Public
Record Office (London) and the Government Archives (Pretoria).
Processing
Staff shortages continued but there is hope for some
alleviation next year.

The backlog of unprocessed books and
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serials has never been greater; a high priority (with temporary summer help) is to gain bibliographical control of this
amorphous mass.

There has been little time to identify

lacunae in the collections by checking bibliographies and
published catalogs; this too should change next year.

A par-

ticular effort is being made to fill in gaps in the Map Collection -- nearly comprehensive at certain scales for Lesotho,
Namibia, South Africa, and Zimbabwe; the Map Librarian is to
pursue this matter with map dealers and publishers in Europe.
Other Yale Libraries
The Social Science Library and its Economic Growth Center
Collection continue to collect comprehensively economic,
financial, and statistical publications on all countries of
the area except South Africa, Namibia, and St. Helena which
are covered by Sterling.

The Law Library has particularly

good coverage of legal publications from Malawi, Zambia, and
Zimbabwe through its contract with the Library of Congress'
Nairobi Office; it also collects heavily from South Africa
and Namibia.
The Divinity Library's coverage of missionary and
church history publications is almost exhaustive; additions
are regularly made to the microfilmed missionary archival
collections.
The Art, Medical, Music and Science libraries all
acquired significant items in their fields.
CAMP -- Cooperative Africana Microform Project
Yale has been a member of CAMP since its inception in
1963-64.

Most Southern African titles in English are also

held by Yale, plus a large proportion of those in other languages of the area.

No specially large or significant title

was acquired or specially filmed in the past year -- rather
than fill-ins of existing backfiles of newspapers and short
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runs of periodicals.
Envoi
Newly catalogued books and periodicals are entered in
the Research Libraries ' Group Information Network ('RLI N')
computer in Stanford.

All but a small percentage of the

Sterling Library ' s manuscript and archive holdings have been
added to the RLIN-AMC data base for manuscripts.

A subject/

country search shows that Yale and the Hoover Institution
have the most Southern African manuscript holdings; the Hoov er
Institution would seem to be ahead in the number of titles
held, but a closer analysis shows that many if not most of
the Hoover titles are the kind of items which are grouped
together in the Yale Manuscripts and Archives (Dept.) Class
MSS 605 -- a conglomerate of many smaller collections (for
instance, Larry Bowman's collection on the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland and the late Vernon Brelsford's
material on Zambia).
Gifts of no-longer-needed library materials on any part
of Africa are always most welcome and appraisals can be
arranged with local book dealers for tax purposes.

Unusual

material in private hands which the owner wishes to retain
can be microfilmed and the originals returned; a copy or
copies can be sent to an African or other designated library
or archive on request of the owner.
Information on unusual new books, periodicals, newspapers, and microform projects -- especially privately published or 'non-trade' publications -- is most appreciated.
Suggestions for additions to the collections are received
with pleasure and acted upon if funds permit and the title
is within scope.
All library materials may be used by qualified
researchers on proper introduction.

Photocopies of all kinds

may be made on request and most monographs may be borrowed
on inter-library loan.
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Notable Acquisitions (1984-85)
1) Manuscripts:
Bower, (Major) John [MS correspondence re three fanns in Zwellendam
area) 1839-1844.
Hawes, Alfred [Diary of an English carpenter/naturalist kept while
collecting wildlife specimens in South Africa in 1874]
Roan Antelope, Rhokana, and Mufulira Mining Companies [Shareholder
circulars, etc. , of these three Zambian copper mines] 1930-35.
South Africa War, 1899-1902 [19 Autograph letters from British
soldiers and officers]
2) Photographs and Postcards:
Mozambique (Photogra~hs taken in boundary delineation expeditions
ca. 1889-1894J by members of the Corpe Expedicionario a
Mo~ambique for the Comissao de Delimita9ao na Africa Oriental
156 photographs in four albums .
Picture postcards of Mozambique, South Africa, Zimbabwe, etc.
(ca. 1895-1930] 150+ cards.
Rhodes, Cecil J. (Photographs taken by a friend or servant of home
life, plus others of Groote Schuur, Cape Town, and the
Kimberley Mines, 1890s] 3 albums.
Underwood and Underwood (Contact prints of scenes from the South
African War and other South African views, ca. 1898-1906]
1124 mounted photos.
3) Rare Books:
1907-1915. Pamphlets, documents, etc.
[Angolan/Luanda] imprints
11 pieces.
Balsemao, Eduardo Augusto de sa Nogueira Pinto de Os Escravos; Duas
Palavras sobre ~Memoria ... pelo Sr . Juiz Carlos Pacheco de
Bettencourt ... Loanda, 1867.
Calvert, Charles H. The Hi story of Southern and Central Africa; its
Topography . .. Nottingham, 1886.
Feio, Bento Teixeira . Relakam do Naufragio que Fizeram ~ Naas
Sacramento, and Nossa Senhora da Atalaya ... no Caho de Boa
Esperan£a , .. 1647. Lisboa, 1650.
Freire de Andrade, Alfredo Augusto. Relatorios Sabre Moyambique .. .
Lourento Marques, 1907-10. 6 vols. in 5.
Johnstone, A. Keith. Stanford's Library Map of Africa.
4 sheets in box.

London, 1887.

Mozambican/Lourenco Marques [Maputo] imprints, 1881-1929. Pamphlets,
official publications, etc. 91 pieces.
Plaatje, Sol T. Sechuana Proverbs with Literal Translations ...
London, 1916.
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The South African Photographic Annual, 1909 .
Sutherland, John.
Original Matter Contajned in ... Memoir on the
Kaffers, Hottentots, and Bosjemans of South Africa .. •
Cape Town, 1847.
--The True History of the War; Being the Official_ Despatches from the
General-in-Chief in South Africa ... from the London Gazette.
London, 1900. v.1-4 (of 5 v.)
4) Microforms:
African Documents [on film]
8 selected reels of old books, documents, etc. (mainly on Angola and Mozambique).
Agricultural Census of South Africa (1918-1950)
Business South Africa, 1969-1983 ,

15 reels .

Press Digest (Johannesburg) (1948-1962]
Race Relations News (Johannesburg)

79 fiches.

191 fiches .

[1938-1961] 77 fiches.

Rand Daily Mail, 1923-1926, July 1984-April 1985 .

36 reels.

Reports of the South African Board of Trade and Industries (1938-61]
340 fiches.
The Steelworker (Pretoria), 1941-1948.

45 fiches.

War Office Route Books (and other British military intelligence
-reports on Africa) Second series, 1908-1930. 60 fiches.

POSTSCRIPT
The SARP Table-Tennis Tournament on May 15, 1985, was
won by Wilfred Wentzel in a sterling final against Reverend
Vernon Rose.
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